
TRANE XC95 VARIABLE-SPEED, THREE-STAGE COMMUNICATING FURNACE
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COMMUNICATING TECHNOLOGY IN A THREE-STAGE FURNACE — 
A VALUABLE DIFFERENTIATOR FOR YOU.

TRANE LIMITED wARRANTY
Lifetime heat exchanger
5-year functional parts

Your Profit-ability 
Sell-ability

 Industry leader and brand reputation
 Innovative communicating technology
 Variable-speed blower motor with Comfort-R™ 
 Greater reliability and quieter operation
 Up to 95.0% AFUE, ENERGY STAR® qualified 
and may qualify your customer for an 
energy tax credit

Install-ability
 ComfortLink™ II communicating capability
 Plug-and-play with self-diagnostics
 Three-wire connectivity
 Air cleaner and humidifier compatible
 Upflow/horizontal left
 Downflow/horizontal right
 Left/right gas and electric hookups

Service-ability
 Communicating user interface
 Quarter-turn blower door latches 
on upflow models
 Self-diagnostic controls
 Compatible with higher SEER outdoor units

Performance-ability
 Up to 95.0% AFUE, among the highest in 
the industry
 Three-stage modulating gas valve  
(40%, 65%, 100% firing rates) 
 Insulated blower door and cabinet save 
energy and reduce sound
 Automotive-grade gaskets reduce sound

  and air infiltration

Rely-ability
 Individually factory tested before shipping
 Silicon nitride igniter
 Integrated furnace control
 Aluminized steel primary heat exchanger
 Multi-port in-shot burners

Quiet operation
Engineered to provide soundless operation 

for quiet, consistent comfort year round. 

Reliable performance
Precision engineering, design innovation 

and rigorous testing for reliable, long-lasting 
performance and durability.

Better indoor air
Add a Trane CleanEffects™ air filtration system 
to remove up to 99.98% of airborne allergens 

from the air that is heated or cooled for a 
cleaner, more comfortable home.

Efficient operation
Robust design and variable-speed blower 
motor provide increased energy efficiency.

With the Trane XC95 communicating furnace, featuring 

our advanced ComfortLink™ II communications 

capability, you can offer your customers comfort, 

enhanced reliability and so much more — including 

remote monitoring by phone*. Delivering ENERGY 

STAR® qualified efficiency of up to 95.0% AFUE, 

the XC95 features three stages of heat, along with 

three-wire connectivity for faster installation and a 

communicating user interface for simple setup and 

maintenance. In all, the XC95 furnace provides your 

customers with an innovative heating solution, while 

giving you a great way to differentiate your services 

and drive sales.
*A Trane XL900 Comfort Control is required for all XC95 communicating  
 furnaces. A telephone access module is also required for remote monitoring.



warranties generate additional income.
Trane extended warranties create additional income. Selling extended 

warranties is another way to protect your customers and generate  

future business.

It all adds up to a stellar reputation.
We know that when you recommend our products to your loyal customers, 

you are placing your livelihood and reputation in our hands. We salute 

your expertise in delivering Trane technology and innovation to your  

customers — making their homes better places for living. You are the  

reason we can say, “expect more from Trane.”
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1  ComfortLink™ II communicating capability
Enables system to “communicate” its status and settings 
to the XL900 Comfort Control, while also allowing 
remote monitoring and programming by phone.* Airflow  
is automatically set up, so no adjustment to dip switches 
is required.

2  Communicating user interface
Clearly displays ComfortLink II diagnostics and setup 
information, allowing for easy maintenance and 
troubleshooting. Also allows for specific application 
adjustments.

3  Simplified three-wire connection
Allows for easy installation and is less invasive to the 
structure of the home.

4  Variable-speed blower motor with Comfort-R™

Operates at lower, more efficient speeds than conventional 
blower motors and provides greater humidity control 
during cooling. 

5  Variable-speed draft inducer
Works with the variable-speed blower motor to efficiently 
enhance the circulation of air in the home for even heating.

6  Adaptive silicon nitride hot surface igniter
Highly reliable ignition system provides longer service life.

TRANE XC95 VARIABLE-SPEED, THREE-STAGE COMMUNICATING FURNACE
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7  Steel insulated cabinet
Insulated panels hold more heat in the furnace, ensure greater 
durability and reduce operating sound.

8  Easy-access doors
Quarter-turn dual door latches provide quick and easy access 
for servicing.

9  Multi-port in-shot burners
Perfectly shape the flame cone for the maximum heat possible 
while using less fuel. No service adjustment necessary.

10  Automotive-grade gaskets and insulated 
blower compartment
Help reduce operating sound and air infiltration.

11  Primary heat exchanger
Crimped, not welded, to prevent cracks from heat stress. 
Stamped serpentine channel offers the greatest efficiency in 
less space. 

12  Direct vent
100% fresh air option reduces heat exchanger corrosion and 
ensures adequate combustion air.

13  Secondary heat exchanger
Made of AL29-4C stainless steel to capture more of the heat 
your customers pay for. 

14  Three-stage modulating gas valve
Highly reliable, proven design that operates up to 95% AFUE 
at 40%, 65% and 100% firing rates.

© 2007 Trane.  All rights reserved. Pub No. XC95FURN-01  11/07 

TRANE XC95 VARIABLE-SPEED, THREE-STAGE UPFLOw/HORIZONTAL FURNACE
 XC95 Series Nominal  Height Width Depth 
 Model Tons AFUE (Inches) (Inches) (Inches)

TUH3B060ACV3VA 3 95.0 40 17.5 28
TUH3B080ACV3VA 3 95.0 40 17.5 28
TUH3C100ACV4VA 4 95.0 40 21 28
TUH3D120ACV5VA 5 95.0 40 24.5 28

TRANE XC95 VARIABLE-SPEED, THREE-STAGE DOwNFLOw/HORIZONTAL FURNACE
TDH3B060ACV3VA 3 92.1 40 17.5 28
TDH3B080ACV3VA 3 95.0 40 17.5 28
TDH3C100ACV4VA 4 95.0 40 21 28

TDH3D120ACV5VA 5 92.1 40 24.5 28

As part of our continuous product improvement, Trane reserves the right to change specifications and design without notice.
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*A Trane XL900 Comfort Control is required for all XC95 communicating furnaces. A telephone access module is also required for remote monitoring.
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